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NMR measurements were performed on single-crystalline samples of the one-dimensional Heisenberg an-
tiferromagnet �1D HAF� LiCuVO4. We investigated 7Li and 51V NMR spectra, deduced the respective line-
shifts K�T�, spin-lattice relaxation rates 1 /T1, and spin-spin relaxation rates 1 /T2 and 1/T2G. The results are
compared to theoretical predictions for the relaxation rates 1 /T1�T� and 1/T2G�T� deduced from the dynamic
susceptibility ��q ,�� of a 1D HAF spin chain as proposed by Sachdev �Phys. Rev. B 50, 13006 �1994��. We
document a correspondence between the anisotropic relaxation rates derived from electron paramagnetic reso-
nance linewidth �H�T� and nuclear magnetic resonance 1/T1�T�, respectively, the former being well described
in the framework of symmetric anisotropic exchange interactions for LiCuVO4 by Krug von Nidda et al. �Phys.
Rev. B 65, 134445 �2002��.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One-dimensional magnetic �1D� systems have gained
considerable interest over the past three decades. From a
theoretical point of view 1D magnetic systems are the sim-
plest realization of correlated electron systems and have
therefore been studied theoretically intensively.1 Especially,
stimulated by the discovery of 1D behavior in CuGeO3 as the
first inorganic 1D compound by Hase et al. in 1993,2 the
study of 1D Heisenberg antiferromagnets �1D HAF� moved
into the focus of the scientific community again. The low-
dimensional nature of the compounds has interesting conse-
quences on the wave vector q and frequency � dependent
electron dynamic susceptibility ��q ,��, a quantity closely
linked to the spin-lattice 1/T1 and spin-spin 1/T2 relaxation
rates of nuclear magnetic resonance �NMR�. In the limit T
=0 the rate 1 /T1 was first calculated by Ehrenfreund et al.3

in 1973.
Later, a large share of the interest in 1D systems stemmed

from the investigation of high-Tc superconductors �HTS� as
the physics in these compounds appears closely linked to the
magnetism of the hole-doped 2D CuO2 planes. A possible
approach towards the understanding of superconductivity in
HTS is to study systems with even lower dimensionality:
namely, spin chains. NMR, being a microscopic probe, offers
a possibility to study the dynamic electronic susceptibility
��q ,�� as well as the static electronic susceptibility via the
NMR lineshift at the site of the probing nucleus. Models for
the temperature dependence of the dynamic susceptibility
��q ,�� of a 1D spin chain were motivated by models for 2D
spin systems in the HTS by Millis et al.4 Sachdev expressed
��q ,�� in terms of the NMR relaxation rates 1 /T1 in con-
nection with a Gaussian spin-spin relaxation rate 1 /T2G and

made predictions for their temperature dependence.5 His
model was very successfully applied to Sr2CuO3, describing
the behavior of the spin-lattice relaxation rate 1 /T1�T� and
the spin-spin relaxation rate 1 /T2G�T� which result from a
Gaussian decay of the transverse magnetization. Sr2CuO3

was reported by other authors6,7 as a prototypical 1D system
with intrachain nearest-neighbor exchange coupling constant
of J /kB�2200 K along the chain.8

Whereas considerable theoretical work pertaining to the
magnetic properties of 1D HAF chains with S=1/2 exists,1

there are not very many actual realizations of 1D HAFs in
nature. In this work, we present results of NMR and electron
paramagnetic �EPR� studies of single crystals of LiCuVO4. A
broad range of properties of polycrystalline LiCuVO4 have
been studied such as structure,9,10 susceptibility,11,12 specific
heat,13,14 electrochemical properties,15and properties using
resonance methods such as NMR and EPR.16–20 This mate-
rial gained some interest for its prospective use in recharge-
able batteries15 which are considered important for various
applications. As single-crystalline material became
available,21 its properties have been studied by investigating
the temperature T dependence of the magnetic susceptibility
��T�, magnetic structure in the ordered state using neutron
diffraction22 in combination with band-structure
calculations,23 EPR,17 heat transport, and thermal
conductivity24,25 as well as lattice dynamics by infrared
spectroscopy.26

Compared to Sr2CuO3, LiCuVO4 has a much lower ex-
change coupling constant J /kB�42 K and its properties
seem prototypical for a class of 1D HAFs together with
CuGeO3 and newly reported phosphate compounds.27
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II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

LiCuVO4 crystallizes in the inverse spinel structure
AB2O4, with an orthorhombic distortion due to a cooperative
Jahn-Teller effect induced by the Cu2+ ions �configuration
3d9�. LiCuVO4 belongs to the space group Imma with lattice
constants a=5.6599�3� Å, b=5.8108�3� Å, and c
=8.7595�4� Å.10,18 The crystal structure suggests one-
dimensional behavior in this compound as Li+ and Cu2+ ion
form chains pointing along the crystallographic a and b di-
rections, respectively.10,11,18 The preparation of our single-
crystalline samples �dimensions approximately 3�2
�5 mm3� starting from polycrystalline samples has been de-
scribed earlier by Prokofiev et al.21 Our NMR measurements
were conducted for 7Li and 51V nuclei using a phase-
coherent spectrometer with a flow cryostat for temperatures
down to 1.8 K. We failed to observe a signal of 65,63Cu nu-
clei, as the observation of the NMR of a paramagnetic ion is
prevented due to large on-site hyperfine interactions resulting
in fast relaxation of the nuclear magnetization.28 The NMR
spectra were obtained by recording the echo area as a func-
tion of the external field at fixed rf transmitter frequency. To
irradiate the nuclei we used a conventional spin-echo se-
quence of a � /2 �pulse width �A� and a � pulse �pulse width
�B� separated by a time interval �AB.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. 7Li spectra and lineshift K„T…
7Li spectra �I=3/2, gyromagnetic ratio 7� /2�

=16.5466 MHz/T� were collected in a temperature range
from 1.5 K to 135 K, using pulses of �A=17 	s and �B
=34 	s, respectively, and �AB=50 	s. All 7Li spectra were
measured against LiCl as the diamagnetic reference with
lineshift 7K=0. From the measured spectra we deduced the
lineshift as

K�T� =
Href − Hexp

Hexp
=

Ahf

NA	B
�bulk�T� , �1�

where Hexp and Href denote the magnetic field of the reso-
nance line in LiCuVO4 and the reference compound LiCl,
respectively, Ahf stands for the hyperfine constant and
�bulkfor the spin part of the molar magnetic susceptibility of
LiCuVO4, NA is Avogadro’s number, and 	B a Bohr magne-
ton. Figure 1 shows a selection of 7Li spectra in the left
column for the single crystal irradiated at a radio frequency
of 93.2 MHz and temperatures 14 K, 44 K, and 77 K.

The spectra for the applied magnetic field H parallel to the
crystallographic b axis �H �b, solid line� exhibit a line with
positive lineshift K�T�, which considerably broadens towards
lower temperatures. This broadening is attributed to an
evolving distribution of hyperfine fields at the nuclear sites
approaching the transition into a long-range-ordered state of
the electronic system at a TN=1.3 K.16,18,20 At higher H,
there is a second line with negative lineshift K�T�. Measure-
ments at lower applied fields �46.6 MHz, not shown� dem-
onstrate that the splitting of both lines decreases, excluding it
from being quadrupolar in origin. We suggest that this sec-

ond line stems from a small amount of Cu2+ ions occupying
Li+ positions within the Li+ chains, changing the magnetic
surrounding for the probing 7Li nuclei next to these magnetic
Cu2+ defects considerably. From fitting the two 7Li lines to
Gaussians we obtain that the ratio of relative intensities of
the two lines is 0.1 at elevated temperatures. According to
our interpretation of Cu2+ ions occupying sites within the Li+

chains, each of these copper ions affect the two neighboring
lithium sites. Therefore, a nuclei concentration of 0.05 of the
positively shifted line is enough to account for the observed
second line with negative shift. It has to be clearly stated that
a more precise estimation of the relative intensities also at
lower temperatures has to include the correction due to the
initial magnetizations M0 of the spin-spin relaxation mea-
surements at these different lines. After rotating the single
crystal into an orientation H�b with the Cu2+ chains run-
ning perpendicular to the magnetic field only a single line is
resolved for all temperatures showing a negative, but in ab-
solute numbers a smaller lineshift K�T� than for H �b. Figure
2�A� and 2�B� show the shift of the 7Li line for the orienta-
tion H �b and H�b, respectively. For both orientations the
lineshift K�T� nicely follows the Bonner-Fisher-type
behavior29 for the bulk susceptibility �bulk�T� of an antiferro-
magnetic spin chain as indicated by the solid line. This line is
a fit using the rational function given by Estes et al.30 The
coupling constants JNMR/kB deduced from these fits are sum-
marized in Table I for 7Li NMR for comparison with the
respective values of the bulk susceptibility. We note that the
strong anisotropy of the 7Li lineshift seems to be intimately
connected with the crystallographic arrangement of the Li+

ions on nonmagnetic chains. The strong anisotropy of the 7Li
lineshift is consequently also reflected in the orientational
dependence of the hyperfine coupling as it can be deduced
from Jaccarino-Clogston plots31,32 where the measured line-
shift K�T� is plotted versus the bulk susceptibility �bulk�T�
with temperature T being an implicit parameter according to

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the NMR spectra of single-
crystalline LiCuVO4 for 7Li and 51V on the left and right columns,
respectively, at 93.2 MHz. Solid and dotted lines depict an orienta-
tion of the crystal with H �b and H�b, respectively.
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Eq. �1�. Such plots are shown in Figs. 2�D� and 2�E� for
which the slope gives the hyperfine coupling constants A�

=1.19 kOe/	B and A�=−0.19 kOe/	B, respectively.

B. 51V spectra and lineshift K„T…

For the 51V-NMR experiments �I=7/2, gyromagnetic ra-
tio 51� /2�=11.193 MHz/T� the pulse lengths used in the
spin-echo sequence were �A=2 	s and �B=4 	s with a pulse
separation of �AB=45 	s for the orientation of H �b of the
crystal at 93.2 MHz. In the orientation H�b the pulse
lengths were �A=5 	s and �B=10 	s and a pulse separation
of �AB=50 	s. 51V spectra are shown in the right column of
Fig. 1 for temperatures 18 K, 44 K, and 90 K. Also shown is
the position of the reference VOCl3 for 51K=0. Spectra for
H �b are depicted as solid lines whereas those for H�b are
indicated by dotted lines. The typical structure for an I
=7/2 system perturbed by a quadrupolar interaction showing
seven distinct lines can be resolved in both orientations at
sufficiently high temperatures. The splitting of the line shows
a strong orientational dependence as it is twice as large for
H�b as it is for H �b. This behavior is expected in the case

of an axial symmetric electric field gradient �EFG� at the
probing 51V site when rotating the symmetry axis of the
crystal by 90° with respect to the direction of H. For both
orientations one finds again a considerable broadening of the
line towards lower temperatures approaching the long-range
ordering at TN. With lower temperature the structure in the
line shape gets smeared out leading to a broad single reso-
nance line.

The center of gravity for the 51V resonance-line pattern
remains mostly unaffected by the rotation of the crystal. The
lineshift K�T� deduced from the central transition of the 51V
resonance-line pattern is shown in Fig. 2�C�. In both orien-
tations one finds a behavior typical of one-dimensional sys-
tems showing a broad maximum around T�28 K that can be
nicely described by the Bonner-Fisher model as documented
by a corresponding fit30 depicted as solid black and grey
lines for H �b and H�b, respectively. The deduced exchange
coupling constants JNMR/kB are given in Table I and again
confirm the values from the bulk susceptibility. The upturn of
the measured lineshift K�T� for T
10 K followed by a sharp
peak at T�3 K reflects the transition into the 3D magnetic
order of the electronic system. The hyperfine constants for
51V are deduced from Fig. 2�F� and reflect, with A�

=4.95 kOe/	B and A�=5.66 kOe/	B for H �b and H�b,
respectively, the nearly isotropic behavior at the 51V site.

In summary, 7Li and 51V NMR lineshifts track the one-
dimensional magnetic behavior of the Cu2+ chains. The line-
shift measurements K�T� revealed that the temperature de-
pendence of the local susceptibility could be described with
the Bonner-Fisher model. For both nuclei, the resulting value
of the exchange coupling constant J /kB of Cu2+ ions exhib-
ited almost no dependence on the orientation of the crystal
with respect to the applied magnetic field. The absolute val-
ues of the lineshift K, however, showed strongly different
behavior for both nuclei: The lineshift values in case of 7Li
were found to be strongly anisotropic, even changing the
sign when the crystal was rotated by 90°, with respect to H,
whereas the lineshift values in case of 51V were found to
show only minor anisotropy yielding similar hyperfine cou-
pling constants A� and A� in contrast to the hyperfine cou-
pling of the 7Li nuclei.

C. 7Li and 51V spin-lattice relaxation T1

The relaxation of the longitudinal nuclear magnetization
Mz��� for 7Li and 51V was measured using a spin-echo re-
covery sequence consisting of a � pulse followed, after a
variable delay �BC, by a standard spin-echo sequence with
pulse separation �AB. The pulse parameters of the spin-echo
sequence used for measurements in the orientation H �b �46.6
and 93.2 MHz� for both nuclei were �A=17 	s and �B
=34 	s with a pulse separation �AB=50 	s. The same pa-
rameters were used for 7Li in the orientation H�b. Just for
51V in this orientation the parameters were �A=5 	s and
�B=10 	s, with �AB=50 	s. Figures 3�A� and 3�B� show the
temperature dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation rate for
7Li and 51V, respectively.

For both nuclei one finds for T�5 K a strong increase of
the spin-lattice relaxation rate 1 /T1�T� followed by a peak at

FIG. 2. Left column: NMR lineshifts K�T� vs T in single-
crystalline LiCuVO4 for 7Li �A�, �B� and 51V NMR �C�, measured
for different orientations of the crystal with respect to H. Right
column: plots of K�T� vs ��T� with T as implicit parameter for 7Li
�D�, �E� and 51V �F� yielding the hyperfine coupling constants A�

and A�.

TABLE I. Summary of the values of the exchange coupling
constants J as deduced from Bonner-Fisher fits to K�T� for 7Li and
51V NMR in both orientations of the crystal H �b and H�b at
93.2 MHz. Additionally, values for Jbulk deduced from supercon-
ducting quantum interference device �SQUID� measurements on the
single crystal are given for comparison.

Orientation of the crystal

H �b H�b

7Li JNMR/kB�K� 40.9±1.3 46.6±3
51V JNMR/kB�K� 43.8±1 43.6±1

Jbulk/kB�K� 44.3±0.3 44.0±0.3
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T�1.3 K, below which the rate decreases again as shown
for the orientation H �b at 46.6 MHz �•�. This sharp transi-
tion is indicative of a Nèel transition to a 3D-ordered anti-
ferromagnetic state of the electronic system. To underline
this feature the divergence was fitted to the following form33

to extract a critical exponent � and the transition temperature
TN:

1/T1�T� � �T − TN�� = �T − 1.3�1��−0.55�3�. �2�

The results are in accordance with previous determinations
on powder samples.18 The spin structure of the ordered state
has recently been identified as being incommensurate, using
neutron scattering.22,23 For T10 K, the spin-lattice relax-
ation rates 1 /T1�T� increase almost linearly with T for all
measured nuclei and orientations. We recall here that in the
spectra for 7Li H �b, two lines were observed: one for the
main and one for the impurity signal, both having different
relaxation rates 1 /T1�T�. For H�b both lines presumably
overlap as they can no longer be separated in the measured
spectra. Therefore, in determining the relaxation rate for
H�b, there is likely to be a contribution from the extra line
which could lead to the observed hump like maximum in
1/T1�T� for 7Li at H�b and 93.2 MHz ��� around T
�50 K.The different relaxation rates 1 /T1�T� for 7Li again
underline the different magnetic surroundings of the 7Li nu-
clei contributing to the main and defect signals.

D. Spin-spin relaxation T2 and T2G

To measure the relaxation of the transverse nuclear mag-
netization Mxy�2�� for 7Li and 51V in polycrystalline powder
as well as in the single crystal a spin-echo sequence was used
varying the separation �AB between the pulses. The pulse
parameters were �A=4 	s and �B=8 	s for polycrystalline
powder and single crystal.

An example of the experimental findings in the powder
sample is given in Fig. 4 on a semilogarithmic plot at T
=78 K, measured at 92 MHz for 7Li �upper frame� and 51V
�lower frame�. It should be noted that the signal intensity
Mxy�2�� is displayed semi logarithmically for both 51V and
7Li but as a function of �AB for 51V and as a function of �AB

2

for 7Li, respectively. In this representation both decays yield
a straight line as indicated by the solid lines. Therefore, the
decay for 7Li nuclei was fitted to a Gaussian form according
to

Mxy�2�� = M0exp�−
1

2
� 2�

T2G
�2� , �3�

in order to obtain the Gaussian spin-spin relaxation rate
1 /T2G, whereas the one for 51V nuclei was fitted to an expo-
nential or lorentzian form Mxy�2��=M0exp�−2� /T2� in order
to obtain the spin-spin relaxation rate 1 /T2. These two types
of transverse decays of the nuclear magnetization Mxy�2��
are present as well in the single crystal. The reason for this
different behavior regarding the 7Li and 51V decays is un-
clear. It might be related to the strong difference in the hy-
perfine interactions which revealed a tremendous anisotropy
in the case of 7Li and minor anisotropy for 51V. This is
presumably due to very different orbital overlaps along dif-

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation
obtained from magnetic resonance experiments: The spin-lattice re-
laxation rates 1 /T1 for 7Li NMR �A� and 51V NMR �B� were mea-
sured for H �b �46.6 and 93.2 MHz depicted as solid circles and
open triangles, respectively� and H�b �93.2 MHz open diamonds�.
The lines in �A� and �B� are drawn to guide the eye. For comparison
the EPR linewidth �HEPR�T� as measured for all three orientations
of the single crystal is displayed in �C�. Arrows indicate the quali-
tative correspondence in the orientational anisotropy for the NMR
rates as well as the EPR linewidth regarding the ratio of the ob-
tained values for orientations H �b and H�b.

FIG. 4. Decay of the transverse magnetization Mxy�2�� in the
powder sample at 78 K shown for 7Li �upper frame� and 51V �lower
frame� in the representation Mxy�2�� vs �AB

2 and �AB, respectively;
for details see text. The insets show the decay of Mxy�2�� of single-
crystalline LiCuVO4 for different orientations of the crystal with
respect to H.
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ferent paths within the LiCuVO4 structure. Superimposed on
the exponential decay of Mxy�2�� one observes damped os-
cillations. For the single crystal the amplitude of these oscil-
lations is stronger than for the powdered polycrystalline
sample. As an example the respective insets for 7Li and 51V
in Fig. 4 show the decays of the transverse magnetization
Mxy�2�� versus �AB as measured at 93.2 MHz and T=5 K for
H �b �bold line� and H�b �shallow line�. The oscillations for
51V are stronger than for 7Li and show a more pronounced
orientational dependence. For axial symmetry and I=3/2 the
oscillation frequency f yields the quadrupolar splitting of the
spectra, as34–36

f =
�Q

2
=

3eQVzz

4hI�2I − 1�
�3 cos2� − 1� , �4�

where �Q is the quadrupolar frequency, Vzz is the EFG at the
nuclear site, I the nuclear spin, e the electronic charge, h the
Planck constant, and � the angle between the symmetry axis
of the crystal and the direction of the applied field. In case of
the 7Li nuclei, we obtain for the single crystal an oscillation
frequency f =21 kHz for both orientations H �b and H�b as
shown in the upper inset of Fig. 4. This yields a quadrupole
frequency �Q=42 kHz in agreement with the value of
48 kHz given in Ref. 16 obtained in a polycrystalline powder
sample. In the case of the 51V nuclei �lower inset of Fig. 4�
we obtain an oscillation frequency f =80 kHz for H�b and
f =47 kHz for H �b, respectively. This yields a quadrupole
frequency �Q=160 kHz and �Q=94 kHz, respectively. So f
is closely related to the local point symmetry of the nucleus
and therefore a sensitive probe of the local symmetry, even if
the quadrupole splitting cannot be resolved in the spectra, as
is the case for our 7Li spectra. Indeed, the change in oscilla-
tion frequency from H �b to H�b for 51V corresponds
roughly to the orientation-dependent splitting of the spectral
lines as described above.

E. Discussion

Gaussian spin-spin relaxation in the form of Eq. �3� has
been reported for the 2D system YBa2Cu3O7−� by Penning-
ton et al.37 Indeed the transversal decay of Mxy�2�� for
YBa2Cu3O7−� was reported to be much faster than what one
might expect for a dipolar coupling of the nuclear spins. It
should be mentioned that a dipolar interaction could in prin-
ciple lead to Gaussian relaxation rates 1 /T2G as well, as An-
ersemet et al.38 had reported earlier.

Pennington et al. suggested an indirect coupling of the
Cu�2� nuclei mediated by the dynamic antiferromagnetic
fluctuations of the electron spins in the CuO2 planes. The
time dependence of Mxy�2�� within this model can be ap-
proximated by a Gaussian decay and described the experi-
mental results for YBa2Cu3O7−� very well.39 A Gaussian re-
laxation rate 1 /T2G was found for 1D HAFs as well.6,40

Sachdev obtained the dependence of the NMR relaxation
rates on the dynamical susceptibility ��q ,�� for 1D HAFs
using spinon excitations5 and deduced NMR relaxation rates
1 /T1�T� and 1/T2G�T� in the limit T�J. For the dominant
part of the electronic susceptibility at low T—namely, the

staggered susceptibility �s�q=� ,��—it has been deduced6

for H � z,

1/T1 = �Ax
2��� + Ay

2����
D

�J
= const, �5�

1/T2G =
Az

2���DI

4�
	 p

�kBTJ
�

1
	T

, �6�

where Ai denotes the respective hyperfine coupling con-
stants, D is a diffusion constant, p is the natural abundance
of the nucleus under investigation, and I is a constant. For
the uniform part of the electronic susceptibility �u�q=0,��
one expects instead

1/T1 � T , �7�

1/T2G = const. �8�

It was confirmed by Sandvik that with simple multiplicative,
logarithmic corrections this model is still valid for T
�0.5J /kB, provided that the hyperfine coupling has strong
weight at q=�.41 If instead there were considerable weight
for ��q ,�� at q=0, it would be necessary to go to suffi-
ciently low temperatures in the experiment to detect the con-
tribution of �s. For Sr2CuO3, owing to a coupling constant
J /kB�2200 K there was an excellent agreement between
experiment and theory as shown by Takigawa et al.6 and
Barzykin.7 The latter work extended Sachdev’s approach and
was able to express the NMR relaxation rates without free
parameters.44

For a comparison with the Sachdev scheme we are left
with the 7Li results only as for 51V there is no Gaussian
relaxation as required within the framework of this model.
The expected temperature dependence for 1 /T1�T� is given
by Eqs. �5�–�7�. The divergence of the relaxation rate 1 /T1
due to the Nèel transition at 1.3 K makes a comparison with
Sachdev’s model difficult, as it overwhelms the 1D behavior
at low T. A constant behavior can only be seen for 1 /T1
around T=5 K after the named divergence has been sub-
tracted �data not shown�. At higher T one finds instead a
linear increase as predicted for the uniform contribution to
the rate 1 /T1�T�. If we were to ignore the exact q depen-
dence of the hyperfine coupling constants, we would phe-
nomenologically assume that for T�5 K the antiferromag-
netic part �s is dominant whereas for higher T the relaxation
rate is governed by the uniform part �u. Trying to compare
the absolute numbers at T=5 K, following Barzykin’s ap-
proach to calculate 1 /T1�T� for H �b and H�b without free
parameters,7 we find the ratio of both relaxation rates well
described by assuming for the hyperfine couplings Aa�Ab
which is reasonable from the bulk susceptibility. The derived
relaxation rates are 1/T1=33 s−1 and 1/T1=67 s−1 for H �b
and H�b, respectively, which is almost a factor of 4 off
from the actual experimental findings yielding 1/T1=6 s−1

and 1/T1=16 s−1, respectively.
As far as the spin-spin relaxation is concerned, again one

is left with the 7Li results for a comparison with Sachdev’s
model as for Mxy�2�� there is no Gaussian decay for 51V. To
compare 1/T2G with Eq. �6�–�8�, respectively, the experi-
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mental results �single crystal at 46.6 MHz H �b ��� and
polycrystalline powder at 92 MHz ���� are depicted in Fig.
5. It should be noted that the deduced rates for polycrystal-
line powder and crystal coincide very well. Due to the stron-
ger oscillations in the orientation H�b, no respective rate
was derived. The representation of the temperature depen-
dence of 1 /T2G in Fig. 5 is chosen in such a way that coin-
cidence with the predicted temperature dependence of the
NMR relaxation rates is reflected by a horizontal line. The
onset of a Néel-ordered state of the electronic system at TN
�1.3 K again restricts the temperature range for a compari-
son with predictions and is therefore indicated by an arrow in
the figure. For T�5 K, the relaxation rate 1 /T2G�T� in the
upper frame is nearly constant so that one would assume that
for this temperature range the uniform part �u of the elec-
tronic susceptibility ��q ,�� dominates the spin-spin relax-
ation process as stated in Eq. �8�. For TN�T�5 K, one finds
instead that

	T

T2G
� const �9�

and one would assume that for this region the spin-spin re-
laxation rate 1 /T2G�T� is governed by �s, the antiferromag-
netic part of ��q ,�� according to Eq. �6�.

So, from a phenomenological point of view, one is in-
clined to consider a crossover from �s to �u going from low
temperatures to high temperatures. To compare the actual
values for 1 /T2G for T�5 K with Sachdev’s predictions
quantitatively, following a scheme presented by Barzykin,7

the phenomenological agreement cannot be confirmed. For
T=5 K and J /kB=42 K and the additional assumption of
Aa�Ab, the model predicts a relaxation time T2G in the ori-
entation H �b:

�T2G�b = 1.91
 kBT

J
�1/2
Aa

2 + Ac
2

Ab
2 �T1b = 0.082 s. �10�

This corresponds to a relaxation rate of 1 /T2G=0.01 ms−1,
which is smaller than the experimental rate of 1 /T2G

�3 ms−1 by two orders of magnitude so that the contribution
to 1/T2G mediated by spinons is negligible. A possible rea-
son for this is the dipolar contribution to 1/T2G not taken into
account within the framework of Sachdev’s model. As a
rough estimate for the dipolar contribution to 1/T2G one
would assume for a 7Li distance of r=2.9 Å �Ref. 42�:

1

T2
=

�2�

r3 = 1.0 ms−1, �11�

which is indeed within the range of the experimental find-
ings.

IV. CONCLUSION

We examined detailed NMR studies of single-crystalline
LiCuVO4 samples and presented results regarding the static
NMR measurements: namely, 7Li and 51V spectra as well as
respective lineshifts K�T�. As the deduced values for the ex-
change coupling constant J /kB differ very little for both ori-
entations �H �b and H�b�, they demonstrate that the 7Li and
51V NMR measurements probe the microscopic properties of
the electronic spin chain. Nuclear relaxation rates 1 /T1�T�
and 1/T2G�T� were investigated and tested against predic-
tions of Sachdev’s model where appropriate. For both nuclei
7Li and 51V there is an orientational dependence of the ex-
perimental relaxation rates 1 /T1�T�. Over the whole tempera-
ture range one finds the respective rate for H�b being twice
as large as for H �b. This feature resembles the orientational
dependence of the EPR linewidth �HEPR�T� as depicted in
Fig. 3�C�. This strong orientational dependence for the EPR
measurements has been explained in the framework of an
anisotropic ring exchange within the CuO4 plaquettes along
the Cu2+chains in this compound17 as well as for CuGeO3.43

The NMR spectra for 7Li and 51V have been studied as a
function of temperature and orientation of the crystal with
respect to H. For all measured orientations �H �b and H�b�
one finds a strong broadening of the spectra for both nuclei
towards lower temperatures, which is a precursor effect of
the 3D magnetic ordering of the electronic system at TN
�1.3 K. The different orientational dependence for 7Li and
51V spectra is surprising. From the structure one would as-
sume a rather axial symmetry for both positions of the nu-
clei, bearing in mind that the oxygen octahedron surrounding
the Li+ ion is elongated along the c direction and just slightly
tilted. The respective values of the lineshift K�T� for 7Li and
51V reflect very good agreement with the static susceptibility
of the electronic system as is confirmed by fits to the Bonner-
Fisher model yielding almost the same coupling constants
J /kB for the lineshift K�T� and �bulk�T� as stated in Table I.
The pronounced difference in relative lineshift as well as the
strong orientational dependence for 7Li compared to 51V
might be correlated with different paths for orbital overlap,
coupling even longer distances between nuclei so that they
considerably contribute to the observed lineshift.

For the relaxation rates 1 /T1�T� and 1/T2G�T�, the experi-
mental findings have been compared to Sachdev’s model
which led to an analytic expression for the dynamic suscep-
tibility in connection with the temperature dependence of

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of 1/T2G�T� for 7Li displayed
for comparison with Sachdev’s model �Ref. 5�; see text for details.
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NMR relaxation rates 1 /T1�T� and 1/T2G�T�. Again regard-
ing T2 relaxation a Gaussian decay was found only in case
for 7Li. There is reasonable qualitative agreement between
theory and experiment with respect to the temperature de-
pendences. However, the calculated values can only account
for 1% of the measured values. With a rough estimate for the
dipolar contribution to the T2 process, which might yield as
well a Gaussian rate,38 we are instead able to account for
one-third of the experimental findings. Sachdev’s model ig-
nores any effect of dipolar interaction on the relaxation rates.
This model was able to reproduce the rates for Sr2CuO3 ex-
cellently, so it seems likely that for systems with much lower
coupling constants J /kB�42 K in the case of LiCuVO4, di-
polar contributions cannot be ignored to deduce the Gaussian
rate 1 /T2G�T�. We found the same discrepancy between
theory and experiment for Ba2CuP2O8,Sr2CuP2O8 and
BaCuP2O7.27 Regarding the spin-lattice relaxation rate
1 /T1�T�, it turns out that the ratio of the experimental rates
for H �b and H�b agrees with the theoretical predicted ratio.
Regarding the absolute numbers, however, the predictions
for 1 /T1�T� fail by a factor of 4 to meet the experimental
findings. The temperature dependence for the EPR linewidth
�HEPR�T� for LiCuVO4 shows the same qualitative behavior
as the NMR spin-lattice relaxation rate 1 /T1�T�. The former
could be successfully described by using a model of symmet-

ric anisotropic electronic exchange within a CuO4 plaquette17

and the same has been shown for CuGeO3 earlier.43 Of
course the analysis of the 1D behavior for these materials is
complicated by the onset of long-range magnetic order. But
as there are very little realizations of 1D systems in nature, it
is worthwhile studying their features in order to refine our
knowledge of 1D systems. According to our results this
might be achieved by incorporating, for example, dipolar
couplings contributing to spin-spin relaxation rates and the
relevant paths for orbital overlap and their significance on
the lineshift as well as the scenario of anisotropic ring ex-
change within Cu plaquettes to account for the orientational
dependence of the spin-lattice rates 1 /T1�T� resembling the
behavior of the EPR linewidth.
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